Faculty Club Raided

8 ARRESTED IN SCANDAL

Story on Page 2
Faculty book, policy wheel raided; 8 seized

Eight members of the faculty and administration of Illinois Institute of Technology are being held in municipal jail today for a grand jury hearing on a charge of running a bookmaking establishment in the Student Union building on the Tech campus. Illinois Tech is a division of the ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION.

Police Commissioner Prager has announced late last night that Hank Berl, president of Illinois Tech and former registrar, was among those caught in a raid on the exclusive Faculty club. The raid by city and campus police followed a complaint filed by a civic-minded IT student. Police said the same name for security reasons.

Students seemed to be similarly oblivious to the students' actions being perpetrated within the hallowed halls of the building which was once the Armour Military Academy. Electricians, who were politely asked to leave the building, said it was a "decadent" and "expensive" establishment. The ideal of the students, apparently, was to have the "gods" of the faculty make up the grades of lotus flowers from which the staff's grade is given to just desserts.

Crumpler's aploph submerging in foam

Early last evening Saul R. Crumpler, professor of mathematics and 8th-term member, was caught in a home Bendix washing machine and severely stressed.

At first it was believed that Prof. Crumpler was studying the Bendix vibration problem, but it was later learned that upon returning from a mechanics colloquium, at which he delivered a lecture on 'Optimum Oil Distribution and its effect on the current', he misinterpreted the Bendix as his differential analyzer.

Saul R. Crumpler, as noted here at IIT, a division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION, for his grading curve which he explains as an integral which becomes indefinite about the "E" range. For graduating student the curve becomes indefinite through...

Dr. Crumpler at an early age revealed a mastery of fluid flow,

Pitfalls of draft elucidated by TN

In order to get a clearer picture of the draft's pre-induction physical, Technology News sent a reporter out this week to investigate the procedure. The newsman, an unwilling inductee, reported to the local medical center where he was referred to a large room and told by the doctor to strip.

"I didn't even know you were here," said the amateur reporter, "so I took off all my clothes." And I asked him, "can't we shake hands first, Doctor?" Before the doctor's assistant examined him, the reporter was directed to a mobile bed.

"After several times I found a spot where a boy had just gotten up," reporter explained, "and I pulled his pajamas and he hit that belt." While on the bench the reporter was questioned by the psychiatrist.

"Do you walk in your sleep, have bad dreams, drink too much, or like boys?" was asked in rapid succession. While answering yes, the reporter was hit with the belt. He broke the arm of a hammer and promptly kicked the doctor. "Foul," yelled the doctor as our intrepid reporter hobbled out of the door into a new line.

The line led to a small room filled with shelves and bottles.

"Fill up these bottles," the attendant said matter-of-factly. "From here to the next line."

We draw the curtain on our account over the reply and the next five minutes. During his battle, the reporter's suit was knocked to the floor while a man 15 feet away said: "Report after my interview, please." The reporter, "Six," said the reporter. "Seven," said the medic. "Remember," gobbled the Tech Hawk. "Nine," replied the medic.

"Dinner" countermarked any newcomer as he received a 1/15-hour O.R.

"What chart?" our reporter was told at the end of the next line.

"What chart?" the reporter asked. "What wall?" questioned our correspondent.

"Turn around!" ordered an empty drawer.

"Wow!" said our reporter as he now a Petty girl on the opposite wall.

"28-39," yelled the doctor, and our reporter turned it to a new line. A doctor said at the end of the line. "Cough," he commanded our reporter, holding him up with a finger.

"Jesus," said our emitter, standing on uppers.

"10/6," mumbled the doctor, "go in the next room."

"You can get five days leave right after boot camp," said the chief of the line to the chief of the reporter.

"What'll you have?" asked our reporter.

"Bottle Blue Ribbed" was the quick reply.

"Yes," said the captain kindly, "as you wish."

"Oliver's" shouted our quick-witted one.

"No," said the captain, "not this time," our reporter was dragged away.

Form new lab; prove IIT not behind times

IIT, a division of the ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION, today announced the opening of a new research laboratory.

"Shaped by a group of "head-up" men, the lab is co-sponsored by the Institute of Gas Turbines and the Farmly Foundation. The laboratory's first project is the development of a new rear view model for 10-cm. Pilot of data have been accomplished thus far.

In addition to working on the basic product, they will also concern themselves with working on auxiliary projects such as handy pocket dispensers for those caught in a jam.

All interested students are urged to attend.

STEM INSTALLATION SERVICES to its oldschool airless wrasching machines, located in 205 and 207. Shoemanufacturer Ray "Bigger" Olson announced that he has been checking equipment and that all can be changed. In addition, in order to overcome airmen restriction, he has been able to charge with the new wheeled bodies quickly been completed.

Please, your shoes are dirty!
IT seadogs and gyrenes rig for clash

Larry Bridges, heading military power, has ordered the mobilization of the NeurOtic units throughout the Panhandle. Commodore Janes, local Squad Dog, has already ordered the issuance of spirtus and water pistols to the midshipmen. Under the able command of Merineau L. Herne Wrigley, the middleclass plan to march immediately upon Pact Knox and liberate the enslaved nation.

The marines in their rowdy gunpowder-green uniforms have formed a recruiting unit. This unit has been given the assignment of procuring men to take the Knox-bound sailors' places. Armed with the slogan of "Join the Navy and ride the waves," the cadets appear "gung-ho" about their job.

Campus Interviews on Cigarette Tests

**Number 15...THE LONG-WATTLED UMBRELLA BIRD**

"They must think
I don't have enough sense
to get out of the rain!"

It made L. W. madder than a wet hen when they asked him to judge cigarette mildness by taking one puff, one puff, one puff or one puff. Our common sense friend enjoys a good smoke too much ever to settle on any brand in such a snap-judgment way! For him and for millions like him, there's only one convincing way to test cigarette mildness.

It's the Sensible Test...the 30-Day Camel Mildness Test, which simply asks you to try Camel as your steady smoke —on a pack after pack, day after day basis. No snap judgments needed! After you've enjoyed Camels—and only Camels—for 30 days in your "T-Zone" (T for Throat, T for Taste), we believe you will know why...

More People Smoke Camels than any other cigarette!
Frankly Curious moves to keep campus dark

An ominous black cloud hangs over Armour Eye, photo club at Illinois Institute of Technology, a division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION. A fear runs circulating about Tech Center has it that the maintenance department, a division of IIT, is considering cleaning and refocusing the outdoor lights in the campus area.

We feel must object!

Members of Armour Eye have ranked a series of callous and inconsiderate moves in their efforts to keep campus lights out. At this time, the Eye is in conflict with the Building Administrator, a division of IIT, who has imposed a ban on the use of the building.

Historically, the Eye has been in conflict with the Building Administrator, a division of IIT, who has imposed a ban on the use of the building.

The Gospel from St. Joe—It’s physico-chemico

Verily, I say unto you, marriage is a serious and sacred bond, and all shall be well with you if you keep it to the letter of the law and the spirit of the Torah. And blessed are those who are married in the eyes of the Lord and the People of the Book.

Secret letters bare roving editor's loves

Dear John:

It is with great sorrow that I am forced to write and say goodbye. I just can’t express any longer this way. You have told me this before. You last escape was the one I cared for when I was changed final bow.

I am still trying to hold you even when you were arrested while hanging a red lantern in my bedroom window. I learned that half of your relatives were complete idiots, while the other half were in Jubilee. But even this wasn’t enough to turn me around.

Oh, John! Why do you have to do this? You’ve sunk to the depths of human society, I never thought you could sink quite so low! Why, oh why do you have to be so—oh it’s a hard word to say—a—enginesee! Regrettably, Griselda

Dear John:

Now that Griselda has left you, will you please return to me? I remember times when we used to be a couple, when you were behind Chaplin hall, when you would come from the Chicago Tribune and I from night one. I was there.

Now maybe you will realize that Griselda is only a prudish, frigid woman, definitely not off type for me, and really you have no feeling for me. I have no doubt that you will return to me now; dearest, the red lantern in my window is burning brightly for you.

Tenderly, passionately, lovingly, thirstily yours,

Shirley

To the Editor:

Oft-times the administration has overlooked its bounds in handling the student body, to the detriment of the university.

We have stood for the right of the people, always striving to give students the liberty to which they have a right.

We have returned in this spirit with APATHY—therefore, as APATHY, THY, payroll clerk (page 12, Student Directory).

There was no student APATHY!

Technology News

The cable cars are used by students to transport their luggage and packages from one part of campus to another. They are effective in reducing congestion and improving traffic flow.

Slipstick

She: "Oh look—the bridesmaid's necklace!

He: "So soon...

I thought that I should never see
A beardless university,
A campus without Scotch or gin,
And lacking Watson's woman's sin.
A college without demon rum,
To change each freshman to a bum,
A place of higher education,
Where parties have sex segregation,
Where gambling, vice and sin do drink,
And wild, lewd parties are extinct.
Bums are made by girls and beer,
But they try to prevent it...

"Who gave the bride away?"
"It could have been, but I kept my mouth shut..."

The sailor had missed his ship. He watched it majestically steaming through the Golden Gate, with his arm around the girl's waist and a cloudy look on his face, he muttered, "Now, she's both in trouble..."

A hug is enough that has gone too soon..."

...Man walking up to other man on corner in New York.

"Excuse me...to the 45th Street ferry!"

2nd: "Thank you."
Functional design keynote of new SU

Ludwig Miles van der Rube, registrar of new structures for IIT, a division of ARMOURY RESEARCH FOUNDATION, has unveiled his plans for a new, multi-hole student union, large enough to accommodate the entire student body.

Miles van der Rube has combined the best features of outbuildings throughout the country, from the ramshackle huts of Tennessee to the great palaces of Oak Park.

The new building will be an eight-hole on a twelve-hole frame. This does not mean that the edifice will require the space of a twelve-hole, but that it will have the same type and quality of reinforcement.

"We hope," said Miles van der Rube, "that with the construction of this architectural masterpiece the disposition of many instructors will be improved."

Bill Goodroom, Professor of Refrigerated Remarks and Gold Shoulders, taught chemistry while wearing his overcoat. What was originally thought to be protection against the cold turned out to be protection against an uncooperative fly.

Campus wheel

Guards plugs dog-gedly

By Henry Holmes

This week's campus wheel is a fellow who is familiar to almost everyone on campus. He is "Brownie" McPooch, chief of the campus police. McPooch is also in charge of fire plug inspection for the FPG department.

One of the most active persons on campus, "Brownie" is at IIT 24 hours a day, and unlike his blue-coated assistants, he is always around when he is needed.

When asked about his preferences in the way of females, McPooch replied, "Well, there's a little touch down on 31st street...but then you wouldn't be interested in that sort of thing. My dream girl must be 1/2, have long brown hair, and brown eyes and a sharply tail." On the occasion of food, "Brownie" told me that he has a preference for ham and cheese or a bag of doughnuts.

"I can eat almost anything, however," said Mr. McPooch, "but since when one of my assistants took me to dinner in the SU cafeteria, I had to draw the line. The stuff they serve isn't even fit for a faculty member to eat, let alone a gourmet like me!"

Aside from his duties as fire plug inspector, "Brownie" is an honorary member of the Yellowbelly Liars, Fire Insurance Soliciting honorary society. Says J. J. Album, chief insurance man, of "Brownie": "He's like a brother to me. We see eye to eye on the proper method of extinguishing fires."

WE DARE THE MAJORS!

PHILIP MORRIS challenges any other leading brand to suggest this test

HUNDREDS OF THOUSANDS OF SMOKERS, who tried this test, report in signed statements that PHILIP MORRIS IS DEFINITELY LESS IRRITATING, DEFINITELY MILDER!

1. Light up a PHILIP MORRIS just like a roll-OUT HANKER—then roll up let the smoke come through your nose. Easy, isn't it? And how...

2. Light up your present brand Do exactly the same thing—ROLL HANKER, Notice that bite, that sting? Quite a difference from PHILIP MORRIS!

Other brands merely make claims—but PHILIP MORRIS invites you to compare, to judge, to decide for yourself!

Try this simple test. We believe that you, too, will agree...

PHILIP MORRIS is, indeed, America's FINEST Cigarette!
ITSA appropriates $1,768,863,726

Student body decidedly impressed by generosity

Board of control depletes reserve

Wine, women and song to be provided here

Move facilitates instructor bribes

Banish truats; sinful acts, orgies blamed

LuckyStrike: Better than any other cigarette!

Tech timetable
Hixson helps aleing students

By Hank Holmes

Earnestly Hixson, part-time assistant to the dean of students and former registrar of Illinois Tech, division of ARmour RESEARCH FOUNDATION, recently revealed his interest in a West Side liquor store.

He uses his off time job as a hobby and spends most of his time conducting a successful business. Hixson claims that his hobby and his occupation have been well correlated, because his avocation gives him a chance to make contacts and promote his business.

In conducting his store, Hixson follows the policy of allowing an open order account to all minors, and guaranteed protection from the WICP.

Earnestly Hixson, an assistant to the dean of students and counselor to many minors, has found that with most minors, "their whole trouble is the fact that they have a sober outlook on the world."

As his next promotion, Hixson is planning a field trip through his business establishment. This trip will be for the benefit of all fraternity men and will be held Thursday at 6 p.m. All interested students are urged to attend.

Attractions of Cal City entice males

"Cal City at IIT will be the theme of a variety show to be given by FFWA next Wednesday night at 11:00 p.m. in the SU auditorium."

Ernestine Leer, president of FFWA, has prepared a skit, "Beauty and the Engineer," which will be the feature attraction of the show. Miss Leer also stated definitely that those attending the show will not have to buy tickets for the girls, who will be circulating through the audience when they are not on stage.

The girls will follow the FPES smoker, which is also scheduled for that night. After the show the FPES is expected to follow the girls.

New registrar search goes on, on, on!

IIT, a division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION, announced today that it is now accepting applications for the position of registrar. The position will go to a person of the week, the registrar of the week. An article entitled "Registrar of the Week" will appear in the current issue of the IIT daily.

New registrar search goes on, on, on!

IIT, a division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION, is now accepting applications for the position of registrar. The rapid turnover in this position has led the reg to incorporate a new feature in their weekly IIT.

An article entitled "Registrar of the Week" will appear in the current issue of the IIT daily.

Like Alger tale: IIT to W. Madison

By H. Winthrop Holm

"Hardrking, industrious, a veritable Solomon, you, a fountain of wisdom and knowledge . . . Thus has it been said of Professor Henry Dutton, long the king of the industrial engineering department of Illinois Tech (a division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION). Of those who sit at his feet for painful hours (hard floor) and come away with shining eyes (look of sleep), most could see that he was destined for greater things. A few could not.

Disdaining his services for a mere pittance, "Prof" Dutton had often been known to say, "My reward comes in seeing my boys, yes my boys, go out in the real world and become millionaires overnight."

His shining light was not destined to be forever hidden (only 14 years) in the confines of an institution such as this. The inevitable happened. The world needed him.

His new office at West Madison is open to all seeking guidance. Office hours are 9 a.m. to 6 p.m., $2.50 a call.

First choice for Comfort!

ARROW SHORTS

Arrows never ride, bunch, or crump up on you. They're tailored for perfect fit, extra comfort, with contoured seat panel, pleated crotch, and no irritating center seam.

Sanforized labeled fabrics (won't shrink more than 1%), your choice of patterns and colors. See them today.

Arrow Shirts: All popular styles

Arrow T-Shirts: $1.25 up

Arrow Athletic Shirts $1

Lyttle...
Crime Probe Forces Book Price Slash

Paddy Puck, Chicago representative of the National Foundation Currcnt Association reported last Monday that in the week before the IP format, the sales of bared-wire books were up at least 150%. *

Armour Law, campus porography club, will hold its yearly un-anonymous night this evening behind the book of unsuspecting Dean Harkins. They will also expose on their new political platform, "The Nude Deal."

Honor Bae, non-lienberman's association, has passed a resolution forbidding anyone from wearing an Illinois Tech letter while on the campus. This rule will be enforced after next Monday.

A new campus service group, the ACSE club will hold an organizational meeting at 7:30 p.m. in the Student Union. The purpose of this group is the prevention of communicable diseases, and anyone who is interested in this disease is invited to attend.

The American Society of Military Engineers will host a ball at an all-school smoker to be held at 11:00 p.m. The ASME president, Don Dyson, will speak on the theme "Are We Glied-Ruled with Fire?"

News in Brief

The Interarsity Ajaxic fellowship is starting a new campaign to further their beliefs. A four-week series of lectures will be given, with Pierre P. Duperron, president of the IAAP, as the speaker. The lectures will be "Are the Stars the Holy of the Bible," "Are the Bible Worth Nine Books Per Copy?" "Is Man's Belief in the Infertility of Dam Joysteed?" and "Christianity - Hope of the Ages."

ARP announced the ending of a new wonder drug which is expected to revolutionize the medical profession. It is guaranteed to do nothing.

Jack Beacker, instructor of the IT division of ARMOUR RESEARCH FOUNDATION, was picked up yesterday in a raid at Calumet City.

Sealed, who lives in Calumet City, claims to have been gathering data for his thesis in the lab. When the police entered, he and several other miners were taking notes, feet first on the back of beer tables.

What department head is living with his secretary in Cornerland Hall, and for how much?

A hero: A man who opened his mouth and paid his train in it.

O'GRATIS DOWNS is now in the last stages of preparation for the coming week to be conducted during Junior Week. The recent scandals which have reached the campus threaten to alienate this diger, but its defenders assuredly successfully avoided Junior Week would have to admit without this assistance.

IN MEMORIAM

OUR REGISTRARS

For You

THOUSANDS of students all over the country are making this test—proving for themselves Chesterfield smokes milder, smokes milder than any cigarette.

THEY KNOW TO... Chesterfield gives them more for their money...Chesterfield leaves no unpleasant after-taste! That's right, More-For-Your-Money...

MILDNESS plus - NO UNPLEASANT AFTER-TASTE

Always Buy CHESTERFIELD

Elliott as Most Condensed

Last night a new all-time high was set in Tech. Without a doubt "Holiday" is the best that memories of "Hope is a Beetle" could be turned into. It was replaced by a newer, and more different one.

Under the able direction of Kelly Kolper and the fine production work of John Diffendolker, "Holiday" played smoothly and well.

The story takes place in a small town where a date, played by Joseph Scott, entices by saying "I'm in love, Death, Death, Death, played by an old, and I'm in love, by Robert A. Jr., decides to assume human form for three days. His purpose is to find out why men fear death. He finds eartuts with two, and to quite frequently falling in love, producing many problems.

The specific subjects of the experiment were three in number. Mary Ford plays the starry-eyed girl with an amazing memory for the name's of all the girls, Editha Green takes the part of an English woman, who has been everything and anything, completely unpredictable. Royce McGinnis and a full night's work, and any man is Charlene Ford, who, in the words of Mrs. "looks courageous" because everyone knows that I'll change it.

Roger Dill plays the part of the hopped-up octo-ogister who thinks he's invincible to life and death.

Keith Wagnor and Marty Manning play the parts of young people of the world, who are also too young to come to grips with death.

The remainder of the acting cast, including Florence J. Morris, Martin, Irena Luehr, Lela Blanken and Billo Hoover, formed a male background which brought out the main character's best advantage.

Attention must be made to the new songs, who waltzed back into memory with their able voices and unique talents. The two plays would have more in the end.

By now all should be ready, that they must see this production. Tickets are available at the door, and no seat is reserved in a place to come early.